Experiments are presented in which acoustic microstreaming is investigated and applied to a batch micromixing case appropriate to a point-of-care pathology screening test. The flows presented can be created without complex engineering of contacts or surfaces in the microdevice, which could thus be made disposable. Fundamental flow patterns are measured with a micro-Particle-Image Velocimetry (micro-PIV) system, enabling a quantification of the fluiddynamical processes causing the flows. The design of micromixers based on this principle requires a quantification of the mixing. A simple technique based on digital image processing is presented that enables an assessment of the improvement in mixing due to acoustic microstreaming. The digital image processing technique developed was shown to be non-intrusive, convenient and able to generate useful quantitative data. Preliminary indications are that microstreaming can at least halve the time required to mix quantities of liquid typical of a point-of-care test, and significantly greater improvements seem feasible.
INTRODUCTION
It is widely recognized that micromixing is a bottleneck in current attempts to miniaturize many processes via microfluidic technology. Examples include blood serum and reagent contacting for pathology screening tests, and process intensification for chemicals and food industries. The absence of turbulence at microscale means that the interface between the liquids to be mixed must be artificially lengthened to permit diffusion to occur over realistic timescales. Particular difficulties arise in applications where very small, finite volumes of liquid must be mixed, such as a pair of microdrops. In such a 'batch' process, most typical of pathology tests, engineering of complex devices to pump or stir the liquids together can make the device uneconomic.
An application typical of the new generation of screening-type pathology tests is to mix a single drop of patient's sample fluid with a pre-loaded 'reagent' or detector liquid, which would most probably contain engineered antibodies used in an immunoassay. The sample could be taken from a pinprick or swab, and might be collected in a context such as an airport, or a patient's point-of-care, where an elementary 'maybe/no' screening result is needed in a short time. The mixing should occur on a chip that is simple and cheap enough to be disposable, so that any complex electronics are housed in a separate, 'reader' unit. If the target protein indicating a disease state is present in the patient's sample, the antibodies would bind to it and undergo a colour or fluorescence change that would then be detected by equipment in the reader unit. The challenge is to design a chip that is capable of receiving a single drop, without a complex liquid feeding system, and mix the drop efficiently enough with the reagent for any binding reactions to occur over a timescale of tens of seconds rather than hours. Timescales of hours would render the test useless from a point-of-care perspective.
There are many aspects to mixing in microfluidic systems, as reviewed recently by Ottino & Wiggins 1 , and there are many relevant quantitative measures of mixing 2 . From a practical perspective, whatever method is used to achieve micromixing [3] [4] [5] [6] is likely to be subjected to a series of engineering refinements and improvements, especially in the light of the final end-use of the device. It will be important to make a quantitative assessment of various designs by some objective method. Experimental methods are likely to rely on optical data, since intrusive probes may result in unacceptable flow disturbance at microscale. Presently, most micromixing efficiency assessments rely on simple assessments by eye of the mixing time; a recent example of batch micromixing which makes such an assessment is Lee & Ram 7 . In general, the mixing time is the time for introduced dye to appear uniformly dispersed through a mixing vessel 8, 9 . However, the judgement of mixing time is obviously subjective and a quantitative method would enable future engineering design changes to be quantitatively assessed for any genuine improvement to the mixing efficiency. In the present paper, a digital image processing technique for estimating the rate of micromixing is introduced. However, it should be noted that the mixing time and mixing rate are only some of a plethora of measures 2 that could be used to quantitatively assess mixing, and the most appropriate measure would have to be chosen with the likely reactions of the actual pathology test in mind.
Acoustic microstreaming is a phenomenon where sound waves propagating around a small object create a mean flow in the vicinity of the obstacle. It is a nonlinear second-order effect driven by the viscous shear in the boundary layer near the object. It is particularly enhanced where the object is a bubble, because the bubble can resonate to the applied sound in one or more ways, locally amplifying and transforming the microstreaming effect. Bubbles can oscillate in several ways, the most common being a volumetric or 'breathing' mode 10 , which has a well-known natural frequency inversely proportional to the bubble radius. However, bubbles in microdevices are invariably near at least one wall, which is known to make a significant change to the volumetric mode frequency 11 . Moreover, under the influence of applied sound, the bubble can also translate either parallel to or perpendicular to walls, complicating the flow 12 . Thus, although experiments on streaming around an oscillating bubble date to the 1950s 13, 14 , rigorous theoretical prediction of the flows in practical geometries remains challenging. More recently, Marmottant and Hilgenfeldt 15 showed that the shear forces developed around a microstreaming bubble could be used to lyse cells.
Liu et al. 3, 16 showed that acoustic microstreaming could be used for micromixing. In their experiment, air bubbles trapped in pockets inside a circular chamber 300 µm deep and 15 mm in diameter were excited; dye was used to observe the resulting streaming motion. However, there is little quantitative information available about the flow field induced by the streaming and mixing times were subjectively estimated.
In this paper we will present two experiments; a fundamental study, in which flow visualizations and micro-PIV measurements reveal the toroidal vortex flow around a bubble oscillating on a wall; and an experiment in a batch micromixer which has a similar vortex flow. A quantitative technique for mixing estimation was applied to the batch micromixer.
EXPERIMENTAL SET UP

Microscope and Micro-PIV system
The micro-PIV system at the CSIRO Microfluidics Laboratory, Melbourne (Fig. 1.) consists of an inverted epifluorescent microscope (Nikon TE2000-E), dual Nd:YAG lasers (New Wave, Minilase III) and a CCD camera imaging system (PCO Sensicam QE). It was described in detail in an earlier paper 17 and only pertinent details and differences are reported here; while details on the micro-PIV technique has been well documented in a number of publications. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] In the present experiments, a continuous 100 W super high-pressure mercury-arc lamp was used as a light source which was filtered to provide light at 532 nm. This light then passed through a fluorescent filter cube into the microfluidic device. The fluorescent filter cube contains three filters (Chroma Technology Corp): a 532 nm excitation filter (a notch Set-up of the micro PIV system. A double pulsed Nd:YAG laser or filtered light from a mercury-arc lamp, which was used in the present experiment, is used to illuminate 2 µm diameter fluorescent particles in the microdevice through an epi-fluorescent inverted microscope. A cooled 1376×1040 pixels, 12-bit interline-transfer CCD camera is used to record the particle images.
The seeding particles (Duke Scientific) for flow visualization and micro-PIV measurements are polystyrene spheres coated with a red fluorescent dye. The particles are nearly neutrally buoyant in water (specific gravity 1.05) and have a peak excitation at 542 nm and peak emission at 612 nm. Hence, the filtering arrangement just described passed only the light re-emitted by the particles to the camera, while removing direct reflections. Particles of diameter 2 µm were used in experiments of the present paper. This particle size was chosen so that the visibility and size of the particle image was distinguishable from the background while using as small particles as possible to ensure the particles followed the flow accurately. Ultimately these were dictated by the choice of objective magnification used. The particle seeding density for both experiments was approximately 0.027%(v/v).
The microscope objective used was a 4× Nikon CFI Plan Fluor objective with a numerical aperture of 0.13. Light collected from the objectives passes through the filter cube to the CCD camera (12 bit, 1376 x 1040 pixels). The images recorded were limited to a region of interest of 1248 × 1024 pixels. Illumination for both micro-PIV measurements and flow visualization is with the mercury arc lamp delivered through the filter cube.
Other micro-PIV parameters, settings and processing details, including the VISIFLOW software, are as previously reported 17 .
Pendant bubble on a plane wall
This experiment measured the streaming generated by a sub-millimetre bubble attached to a wall. The system consists of a polycarbonate square cross sectional chamber (30 mm × 30 mm) with a depth of 0.66 mm (Fig. 2) . The depth of the chamber was determined by focusing on the bottom and upper walls of the chamber and measuring the relative change in microscope stage height via a z axis reading with an uncertainty in the order of 2 µm. A piezoelectric disk was attached centrally on the outer side of the upper wall. Oscillation of a bubble attached to the bottom wall was induced by the 12 mm diameter PZT (lead zirconate titanate) disk (APC International). The PZT disk was attached with leads to a signal function generator (Wavetek model 145).
This type of bubble is described as pendant because, in concordance with the terminology on drops, it 'hangs' in a gravitationally unstable position, stabilized by surface tension. This fundamental experiment provides the flow pattern closest to the flow in the mixing chamber of the batch microstreaming system to be described in section 2.3. 
Prototype batch micromixer
The second experiment investigated a simple design for a batch micromixer (Fig 3) . It was intended to be representative of the volumes of liquid typical of a point-of-care pathology test. The chip is made of Poly Methyl MethAcrylate (PMMA; acrylic) nominally 1.5 mm thick. The central 'mixing' chamber is 2 mm in diameter and is a hole bored through the chip. Side-arms 1.5 mm in width and 500 µm deep machined into the bottom face of the chip are connected to the central chamber. The bottom of the chip is sealed with adhesive tape. The mixing chamber is thus open at the top, and at its bottom has four dead-ended chambers. The purpose of the chambers is to trap air when a drop is introduced into the top of the device, creating bubbles. A PZT disk with a resonance frequency of 3.9 kHz was placed on the top of the chip with its edge about 500 µm from the end of one of the long side-arms and attached to the function generator. In practice, the trapped air forms a toroidal cavity around the bottom rim of the mixing chamber; in a sense, the bubble configuration is the reverse of that described in section 2.2, but the flow created appears to be similarly toroidal. 
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE
Pendant bubble on a plane wall
The chamber was filled with a solution of de-ionised (DI) water and 2 µm seeding particles. A gas bubble (230 µm radius) was placed approximately 4 mm from the edge of the PZT disk onto the lower inner wall using a syringe needle. A sinusoidal excitation signal was applied by the generator with a peak to peak voltage of 30 V and frequency of 4.145+/-0.005 kHz. The pressure corresponding to the 30 V pp signal can be calculated from a calibrated hydrophone reading 12 and was 30.06 Pa.
The 4× magnification objective lens was used to visualize the entire bubble and the surrounding flow field. The 2 µm particles were chosen as the seeding particles because smaller particles were difficult to resolve individually. The field of view from this objective lens was approximately 2.02 mm × 1.66 mm. Images were taken on three focal planes, located at z1, z2, z3 = 75, 300 (mid-plane) and 525µm.
The streaklines traced by the particles fully represent the streamlines of the flow field due to the steadiness of the flow. The streaklines were imaged using the 532 nm (green) filtered light from the mercury arc lamp passed through the filter block. The CCD camera's exposure time was set to 1 s to trace the path of the fluoresced light from the seeding particles. Fifty consecutive images were recorded in this fashion with a frame rate of 1 frames per second (fps). A recording of the flow field, using a 100 W halogen lamp light, was also carried out with an exposure time of 10 µs. Fifty images were taken at 10.11 fps.
Micro-PIV measurements were then taken with a time delay of 35 ms between each image. Ten image pairs were recorded and analysed using VISIFLOW. The cross correlation interrogation regions were 128 × 128 pixels in size with a 75% overlap. The resulting vector spacing is 32 pixels or 51 µm. There were no vector interpolations or filtering carried out in the analysis. Finally, the velocity vectors were ensemble averaged over the 10 image pairs.
Prototype batch micromixer
The test liquids were prepared as follows. A 'reagent' liquid modelled a solution containing antibodies that might be used in a homogenous assay. It consisted of DI water in which was dissolved sodium chloride to a concentration of 10.43 molar. Fluorescent microspheres 2 µm in diameter as described in section 2.1 were mixed in this liquid at a similar concentration to that used for micro-PIV. A second 'sample' liquid modelled fluid from a patient swab. It consisted of glycerol diluted with DI water and food dye, at approximately 80% concentration. Allowing for variations due to temperature fluctuations and the properties of the dye, the dyed sample liquid can be estimated to have had a kinematic viscosity of 50+/-10 cS.
The PZT disk was then attached to the top of the chip with standard clinical ultrasound gel (OtherSonic) and the edge of the disk was about 0.5 mm from the edge of the right-hand side arm.
The system was imaged using the 4× magnification objective. The depth of field was roughly 40 µm. Images for subsequent image processing were taken on a focal plane located at z = 771 µm from the bottom, or roughly at the midplane of the sample, which was 1396 micron thick in the region of the mixing chamber. However, all planes within the sample were manually observed to ascertain the nature of the streaming flows. A digital video camera (Basler A602fc2) was attached to the front port of the microscope via a 0.45× reducing lens to maximize the field of view available. The field of view provided by the 4× objective and the 0.45× reducing lens was approximately 5 mm × 3 mm. The camera was set to record 3.75 fps at a resolution of 640 × 480 pixels, at 8 bits depth per colour. Frame rates up to 100 fps are available with this camera but would generate unwieldy amounts of data. Each frame is stored as a separate bitmap file without compression, to ensure there is no data loss affecting the subsequent image processing.
A drop of the model-reagent liquid of 2.5+/-0.1 µL volume was placed into the mixing chamber using a hand-held micro-pipette (Eppendorf Research, 10 µL capacity). The entire operation was done by hand without any attempt to mechanically centre or control its position, as in a practical point-of-care scenario. The placement of this drop usually results in the trapping of bubbles in the side-arms and around the edge of the mixing-chamber floor. Although natural variations in the placement of the drop inevitably resulted in slightly different bubble configurations, the frequency at which maximal streaming occurred did not vary by more than about 0.5 kHz. A few frames were taken of the system to give background reference images.
A drop of the model-sample fluid of 0.5+/-0.2 µL volume was placed on top of the model-reagent drop using a handheld micro-pipette (Eppendorf Research, 2.5 µL capacity). Video recording was started. In the example presented here, the same drop of sample liquid was left in the mixing chamber for 43 s to record the natural diffusive mixing, and then sound was applied to record the microstreaming-induced mixing. This procedure has the disadvantage that microstreaming-induced mixing begins from a state already subjected to some natural advective and diffusive mixing. However, this procedure does ensure that exactly the same model-reagent volume and bubble configuration could be studied both with and without microstreaming.
A sinusoidal excitation signal was applied by the generator to the PZT disk with a peak to peak voltage of 30 V and frequency of 4.4+/-0.1 kHz.
The bitmapped files were processed with the following procedure. The files were transferred to a Unix workstation. Firstly, a window of interest of 150 × 150 pixels approximately centred on the introduced sample drop was manually selected. This was done to preclude zones at the edge of the mixing chamber, where refraction from the trapped bubbles and chamber walls significantly darkens the image, from biasing the subsequent processing. All the bitmap files were converted to Tagged Image Format (TIF) files using standard utilities (ImageMagick) and cropped to the same 150 × 150 pixel window. These images were then processed using in-house CSIRO software. The program first reduces the red, green and blue fields of the colour image to a single 256-level intensity greyscale. (As an alternative, each of the colour fields could be separately processed, and the field corresponding to the dye colour might be expected to give the highest sensitivity to the mixing flows, but in the present example, an overall greyscale was found to be sufficient.) The software calculates the mean and standard deviation of the pixel intensities in the region of interest. The standard deviation is divided by the mean to give a Coefficient of Variation (COV). Calculation of a COV is a common technique in mixing experiments for reducing biases due to a changing background 9 ; the COV effectively normalizes the intensity in the image, and enables different experiments, which might have different quantities of introduced tracer, to be meaningfully compared. The COV effectively measures the spatial uniformity of the pixel intensities with low COV indicating 'uniform' intensities, i.e. well mixed. These data were then plotted, giving curves of COV versus time.
RESULTS
Pendant bubble on a plane wall
On applying the excitation signal to the PZT disk, vigorous steady streaming was observed around the bubble. The streak photographs and micro-PIV velocity vectors of the streaming flow field in the z1-z3 planes for a 30 V pp (30.06 Pa) signal are shown in Figures 4, 5 , and 6. Along each plane the flow appears to contain a star node singularity, although this simple description is not entirely accurate. In the z1 and z2 planes the flow moves radially inward towards the bubble. Near the bubble there is necessarily a z component in the flow where fluid begins to move away from the plane wall. The flow is pushed up and flows radially outward along the z3 plane. The in-plane velocities along the z1 and z2 planes are approximately 0.15 mm s -1 in the region close to the bubble and decrease with radial distance. There is a slight bias in the flow distribution, with streaming velocities slightly higher on one side of the bubble. The flow along the z3 plane is approximately 0.2 mm s -1 .
These data suggest that the streaming flow around the bubble is a vortex ring shown schematically from the side in Figure 7 . It is along this side view that Elder 14 and Marmottant & Hilgenfeldt 15 studied pendant bubbles in volume resonance and their streamlines are qualitatively similar to the flow observed here. Image processing techniques described earlier 16 were used to determine the motion of the centroid of the bubble in the plane and assess any radial (volumetric) component to the bubble oscillation. There was no significant motion in the plane and no significant radial pulsation. The bubble's estimated volumetric resonance frequency 10 (~12 kHz) is much higher than the applied acoustic frequency (4.145~kHz). Therefore the most likely mode of oscillation causing this streaming flow is indeed a linear translating oscillation along the z axis, as postulated in Fig. 7 . This mode is different to the one studied by Elder Fig. 8 shows the configuration of the drop and trapped bubbles both before and towards the end of the experiment. Upon acoustic excitation, the 'reagent' liquid showed vigorous motion. The flow was three dimensional as particles were moving in and out of focus in different regions of the image. Flows were predominantly radial, driven by bubbles trapped at the base of the mixing chamber, forming a toroidal vortex that set the entire volume of the mixing chamber into motion. The flows peaked in magnitude at about 4.5 kHz and little motion could be seen below about 3 kHz or above about 6 kHz. A peak in flow magnitude around 4.5 to 5.0 kHz was typical of experiments with this geometry of prototype batch micromixer, with slight variations in the peak apparently being associated with natural variations in the size and shape of the trapped bubbles. Fig. 9 shows the behaviour without acoustic microstreaming. Only the first 10 s are shown to make a useful comparison with the first 10 s of the much more rapid microstreaming case, which is shown in Fig. 10 . Without microstreaming, the introduced sample drop sinks somewhat owing to its greater density (natural convection), and dye gradually spreads C) C from it owing to diffusion. The corresponding COV data in Fig. 11(a) is fairly typical of passive-tracer mixing experiments 8, 9 . The COV initially rises as the tracer sinks by natural convection, then falls as diffusion gradually dissipates the tracer. The fall should be an exponential curve, of which only the initial phase is evident, from about t=20 to t=43 s. Once acoustic excitation begins, a sudden change in the sample drop is evident, with the introduced fluid rapidly drawn down by the toroidal vortex and redistributed. The COV falls rapidly, as shown in Fig. 11(b) . The rate of fall of COV, which in the present work we are using as one measure of mixing efficiency, is at least a factor of 2 faster once acoustic microstreaming is active. In all mixing systems in which there is an artificial overturning of the fluid, the COV will not necessarily fall monotonically. As dyed fluid returns to the windowed region there may be temporary increases in COV, as in Fig. 11(b) from about 60-80 s. A system in which there is a simple two-dimensional circulation with low diffusion may show clear sinusoidal fluctuations in COV as dyed fluid periodically returns to the windowed region, with the amplitude of the fluctuations falling as mixing occurs. In the microstreaming experiment, the flow is clearly more complex than a simple two-dimensional circulation. 
Prototype batch micromixer
CONCLUSION
This paper presented two experiments on acoustic microstreaming flows near oscillating bubbles in microfluidic geometries. Excitation of the gas bubbles was achieved using a PZT disk. In the first, fundamental experiment, acoustic microstreaming was demonstrated for a 230 µm radius bubble in water between two plane walls. The velocity vectors showing circulation around the bubble matched the streaklines imaged using fluorescent particles very well. The magnitude of the velocity was shown to decrease with distance from the bubble. The maximum velocity was found to be around 0.2 mm/s near the bubble surface.
In the second experiment, a prototype batch micromixer was investigated that exploited a similar flow pattern to that studied in the fundamental experiment. An experimental procedure was developed that enabled an objective quantification of the actual mixing efficiency. Microstreaming was generated by bubbles that were trapped when a drop of liquid was introduced from a pipette, in a procedure mimicking a typical point-of-care pathology test. This 'reagent' drop modelled a liquid containing antibodies that might by used in a homogenous assay. It was introduced by hand without any attempt to mechanically centre or control its position. A second, smaller drop, modeling fluid from a patient, was introduced in a similarly uncontrolled fashion.
The measurement method developed based on digital processing of the images was shown to be non-intrusive, convenient and able to generate useful quantitative data. Although the present result is only preliminary, it was clear that the subsequent mixing of the two fluids was twice as fast when the acoustic microstreaming was turned on. Engineering design improvements to the present device should be able to improve on this result. It should be noted that the mixing of a passive tracer is an imperfect model for the actual process, in which a small number of antigen molecules need time to come into contact with 'detector' antibodies. This contact time may be related to the passive-tracer mixing rate but is likely to be much longer than the visual mixing time, so the consequent benefit offered by acoustic microstreaming could be much greater. Future experiments should seek to quantify the improvement conferred on actual biochemical assays, using similar quantitative measures. 
